
User enters total contribution amount as 
they normally do.

For example $50
By checking Promotion Credit, $5 is 
DEDUCTED from total contribution amount

By entering Store Credit, $10 is 
DEDUCTED from total contribution amount

The total contribution amount will show 

$50 and the $15 in credits will show at 
checkout*

*Though probably not possible right now, it 
would have been great to show “total 
amount to pay.  This would then show only 
$15 to pay (not including ChipedIn swupe fee.  
But user will see the details on the checkout 
section.

Contribution Amount                         +$50
Swipe Fee                                             +$0.35
Promotional Credit Applied              -$5
Store Credit Applied                          -$10

Total Amount to Pay                          $35.35

How Contribution Section should look like
Credits should always be on Contribution 
and Check out section

Show remaining amount

Currently you have it created where user may or may not enter a contribution, but when they use credit, it 
is ADDED on top of the contribution amount.   This may cause much confusion and overfunding, especially 
if they want to pay for the whole gift.  
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This was the format we agreed on

This is how the Check Out section should look like

As mentioned above, this way is more simpler and doesn’t confuse contributor.  If we use the 
current way, they will most likely always over fund, and then will need to calculate to figure out the 
contribution amount to enter. 

Dynamic Credit – As mentioned on created Task, please remove the credit section to be dynamic.  It 
is causing much issues and need to refresh constantly to show correct available amount. 
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#5203 Contribution $20 + $5 promo towards personal gift
#2109 Contribution $25 + $10 Store Credit towards someone's gift
#2029 Contribution $50 towards someone's gift no credit used

How My Contributions should look

Contribution  Swipe Fee   Credits  Total Payment
$110                  $0.35           $15         $95.35

$25.00

$35.00

Store Credit                                                                                           $10.00

$95.35

Gift ID should not just show 1 ID. Maybe a “—” and see in view details
Rearrange columns for proper understanding
“Credits” will combine Promotional Credit / Store Credit to save space (view in edit) 
Total Payment should show amount actually paid

Though we’d like to see which Promotional/Store Credit applied to which
gift, this is an alternative clean way to present view details

Payment Date and Time VS Transaction Date and Time not the same

Note: Contributions should be combining paid amount and any credit

Payment card
PayPal
Payment card + credits
Paypal + credits



How Admin Section should look
Promotional Credits 
Store Credits 
Stripe & Store Credits
Stripe & Promotional Credits 
PayPal and Store Credits
PayPal and Promotional Credits

Total Payment is not equal on edit section

Total Payment should only be the amount 
actually paid through Stripe/PayPal

#5203 Contribution $20 + $5 promo towards personal gift ($25 Total Contribution)
#2109 Contribution $25 + $10 Store Credit towards someone's gift ($35 Total Contribution)
#2029 Contribution $50 towards someone's gift no credit used ($50 Total Contribution)

Store Credit

0

10

Store Credit

0

10

Contribution ID section - Store Credit missing

Item Gift section - Store Credit missing
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What we noticed

You should not see promotional check box when contributing towards 
someone else. (It appears on Contribution and Checkout Section: Task 642)

“Total Payment” column should = The checkout payment before submission.  
For example, Checkout via stripe is $50.35, this is the total payment.  
However, if you only use Promo or Store Credit, should be 0. (Contribution 
should populate with total amount regardless if Stripe/PayPal/Credit).  Also 
as mentioned above, payment view Total Payment and edit view Total 
Payment have different numbers when using credit. 

Total Payment Database- As mentioned above, if Total Payment is 
inconsistent in Admin, what figure will the Database pick up?

Currently when you make a payment with multiple contributions 
(Stripe/Promo/Store credit) and leave “enter your contribution amount” as 
“0”, it will give you an error  (Task 656)

When using ONLY Store Credit or Promotional Credit, Total Payment should 
be “0”.  However fields like Payment Method, Contribution, Contribution ID, 
Charge ID, Store Credit/Promotional Credit should populate.  ***Please 
note, “Est Net Processing amount to receive” nor Total Payment should 
populate as no payment processor/formula is used (there may be a chance 
formulas need to be tweaked to get proper results) 

Charge ID when using Stripe/PayPal + Credit, only shows Stripe/PayPal 
charge ID and not Credit charge id as well. 

Dynamic Available credit – Please remove as we are seeing a lot of errors 
with this function.  Please make available credit box static
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Scenario

Admin – Payment Section 

Database 


